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Abstract

Sonic Infrared (IR) imaging is a relatively new member in the NDE technology family. This method combines a short pulse of ultrasound excitation, typically a fraction of a second, and infrared imaging. It has been shown its great advantage as a NDE technology to detect defects such as cracks in metal/metal alloy structures. As an imaging technology, Sonic IR is capable of wide area evaluation. Composite materials have been used in broader applications due to its light weight and stiffness. However, composites suffer more to impact than metal structures. Such damage in composites may not present at the surface but severe damage could have occurred in deeper layers. In such case, the structure strength is greatly weakened. We have been studying impact damages in composite structures with Sonic Infrared Imaging, and evaluating how structures affect thermal signatures in defect characterization. In this paper, we will present our study on composite panels containing structures such as doublers and beams or stiffeners, which were subjected to impacts from varying energy projectiles.
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1. Introduction

Composite materials offer a wide choice of matrix and reinforcements for various applications that span from marine to automotive and aerospace applications. The wide choice of reinforcements and matrices also offer cost advantages for specific applications where semi-structural and structural parts can be manufactured to meet performance requirements. For those reasons, composites have provide themselves broad applications in various industries. However, materials such as carbon fiber composites (CFC) has strength weakness, in which if damage, such as delamination, occurs, it could be deadly in critical structures like in aircraft if it's not identified in time. Sonic IR Imaging has shown its capability as a fast, wide area NDE method. We have been studying impact damages in composite structures and evaluating how structures affect thermal signatures in defect characterization. In this paper, we will present our results on composite samples which contains different structures. The samples were subjected to impacts from varying energy projectiles and resulted in different levels of damages.

2. Some Results and Brief Discussion

Composite aircrafts have many different substructures under the fuselage's outer skin. These stringers, doublers, etc., can vary considerably in their construction and may affect sound propagation differently. Of special interest is the distance that sound travels in composite structures. This affects the maximum range from the sound injection point to the furthest detectible defect. One of the samples we have used for studying is a composite panel of 152cm long and 54cm wide. This panel has doublers, hat-beams over doublers, and regular skin thickness. It also has distributed impacted points with a distribution of energies in the impacts. These impact energies were chosen so that they would probably cause internal damage, but would cause, at most, barely visible surface damage. In fact, almost none of the impacts could be detected visually, even in glancing light. This was in spite of the fact that the samples were painted with glossy white aircraft paint that will show the slightest surface dimple in such light. Photos of the panel's front and back sides are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2a is a Sonic IR image of the panel showing the impact damage detected with the 20kHz 0.8 second ultrasound sound pulse injected at the right side edge of the panel. The image shows several impact damages underneath the top layers. In addition, temperature time plots over six selected impact damage spots are shown in Figure 2b. These data can be used to determine how much the signal from any damage rose above the background and can be used for quantitative evaluation of impact damages.
Figure 1. Photos of a composite panel's front and back side. The panel is 152cm long and 54cm wide.

Figure B2. IR image showing the impact damage and temperature time plots over six selected spots.

It is clearly shown that Sonic IR can image a wide area within very short time to identify damage in composites. However, sound waves do have much larger damping in composite materials than in metal and metal alloys. Detailed discussion and data will be presented in the paper.
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